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1. 

MD-WING MULT-DECKARPLANE 

BACKGROUND 

This disclosure generally relates to multi-deck aircraft and, 
more particularly, relates to multi-deck airplanes having a 
tube-type fuselage and a mid-level wing that passes through 
the fuselage. 

Advanced designs for high-capacity commercial and mili 
tary airplanes require operating efficiency combined with 
reduced emissions and low noise. In order to meet these 
requirements, Super-high bypass ratio jet engines. Such as 
geared turbofan or open-rotorjet engines may be used. These 
engines typically employ larger-diameter engine fans, rotors 
and/or nacelles which, because of their size, may place design 
constraints on other components of the airplane. For example, 
larger-diameter engines mounted beneath the primary lifting 
wing on the airplane may require excessive inboard wing 
shear and associated large weight penalties on a low-wing 
airplane configuration, or alternatively may require that the 
wing be positioned at a higher level on the fuselage in order to 
provide Sufficient ground clearance beneath the engines. This 
higher placement of the wing on the fuselage may in turn 
place constraints on the configuration of payload-carrying 
decks within the fuselage. 

Traditional commercial aircraft have been designed around 
a simple circular tube to carry passengers and cargo and a 
wing. The traditional airplane configuration places all pas 
sengers on one deck and cargo on a lower deck. To configure 
an airplane in the traditional approach, a passenger count and 
seat width dimension is decided and then the airplane is 
wrapped around this seat arrangement. The close wrapping of 
cargo and passengers at the same time is not a traditional 
approach. 
When designing a new airplane, many other factors need to 

be considered. The world airplane market is becoming 
increasingly sensitive to fossil fuel burn, which can be mea 
Sured by the airplane specific fuel consumption and emis 
sions. A direct correlation to fuel burn can be drawn to the 
airplane wetted area: the smaller the wetted area, the lower the 
drag on the airplane. Aircraft noise is also becoming more of 
an issue, especially during airport operations and during 
approach and departure. Furthermore, the commercial avia 
tion industry has traditionally surveyed North America and 
the European markets, where the air transportation infrastruc 
ture can be crowded, and one of the parameters to gauge an 
aircraft concept is the footprint size of the airplane. A smaller 
footprint size for a given passenger capacity is desirable. In 
addition, as labor becomes more expensive worldwide and 
airlines rely on revenue cargo operation for profits, contain 
erized cargo assists airlines not only turn the airplane quicker 
between flights, but also helps airlines lower labor costs and 
potential personnel injury issues. Faster airplane turn times 
have a great value to an airline. The ability to utilize dual 
boarding and departure operations can help decrease airplane 
turn times. Most airplanes do not allow for dual deck utiliza 
tion for passengers and containerized cargo. 

Accordingly, there is a need for a mid-wing multi-deck 
airplane that allows the use of high-efficiency, large-diameter 
engines with minimal adverse impact on the capacity and 
layout of payload-carrying decks and that has a configuration 
which allows the wetted area and footprint size to be opti 
mized for a particular payload capacity. 

SUMMARY 

The aircraft configuration disclosed hereinafter includes 
features which address the above-discussed needs. This air 
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2 
craft configuration has less wetted area per passenger seat 
than traditional commercial aircraft configurations and con 
figurations such as blended wing body aircraft. This aircraft 
configuration includes two decks which allow for a small 
footprint size. This aircraft configuration also allows for con 
tainerized cargo on a single-aisle sized aircraft while still 
carrying a high passenger load on the upper deck and on a 
split lower deck. This aircraft configuration gives airlines 
options with respect to how to balance passenger/cargo ratios, 
and allows the airlines flexibility and the ability to easily 
change the aircraft configuration to meet changing market 
demands. The aircraft can be built or configured from all 
passenger lay-outs to all cargo lay-outs. This aircraft configu 
ration also allows for multiple aircraft engine configurations 
to be incorporated on the same aircraft design to meet airline 
customer needs. The configuration can easily accommodate 
large open-rotor engines, turbo props or high-bypass jet 
engines without changing the wing or fuselage designs. Being 
able to offer several different types of engines is not only 
beneficial to the airline customers by allowing them to tailor 
the aircraft to meet their needs, but allows the aircraft manu 
facturer to tailor the same basic aircraft to meet different 
market segments. 

In accordance with one aspect of the configurations dis 
closed hereinafter, the airplane comprises a twin-deck fuse 
lage in which an upper deck Support structure is utilized for 
carry-through of a mid-mount main wing box. The main 
landing gear of the airplane is mounted to the fuselage and is 
Stowed in a non-pressurized area below the main wing box 
(enabled due to an optimized wing box geometry that 
includes un-swept inboard wing box sections). A pressurized 
passageway/cargo/galley complex separates the mainlanding 
gear and the main wing box. The upper deck is continuous, 
while the lower deck is separated into two distinct forward 
and aft areas (for either cargo or passengers). The lower deck 
areas may be designed to Stow one row of cargo containers 
above or on top of another row of cargo containers. This 
configuration Supports large turbo fan or turbo prop? open 
rotor engines. 

In accordance with another aspect of the configurations 
disclosed hereinafter, the airplane comprises an integrated 
Vertical fin and an aft-extended pressurized upper deck area 
for reduced double-deck wetted area. More specifically, the 
double-deck fuselage structure is extended to form a blending 
structure that transitions into a structural box of the vertical 
fin. The fuselage structure undergoes three-dimensional 
blending from an oval to a flat section. The aft pressure 
bulkhead forms an airtight boundary between the pressurized 
upper deck area space and the unpressurized space behind the 
bulkhead. The upper deck extends to the aft pressure bulk 
head. A rudder mounted to a rear spar of the vertical tail 
structural box can be extended to a lower fuselage keel line. 
More specifically, the fuselage comprises a plurality of 

stringers which extend at least from the bulkhead to a distal 
end of the vertical fin, the Stringers being continuous or 
spliced. The fuselage further comprises a skin which extends 
at least from the bulkhead to a distal end of the vertical fin 
portion, the skin also being continuous or spliced. There is no 
break (or discontinuity) in the structural load path or in the 
aerodynamic Surfaces of the extended fuselage as the latter 
blends into the vertical fin. 

This configuration or aircraft lay-out enables the potential 
application of multiple engine types, including open-rotor 
and high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines. It also provides an 
airplane that can very quickly be converted to all-cargo or 
all-passenger configurations. Because of the innovative 
approach taken for wing placement and vertical fin integra 
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tion, this airplane has a lower wetted Surface area than other 
airplanes with a similar seat count. Wetted area can be 
equated to drag and equivalent fuel burn. 

Other aspects of the invention are disclosed and claimed 
below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Various embodiments will be hereinafter described with 
reference to drawings for the purpose of illustrating the fore 
going and other aspects of the invention. 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an isometric view of a mid 
wing double-deck airplane having wing-mounted high-by 
pass-ratio turbofan engines in accordance with one embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an isometric view of a mid 
wing double-deck airplane having wing-mounted open-rotor 
engines in accordance with another embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a side view of a double-deck 
airplane of the type depicted in either FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, 
configured to carry passengers in a forward portion and cargo 
in an aft portion of the lower deck in accordance with one 
embodiment. The wing and engine on the left side of the 
airplane are not shown to allow the relative positions of the 
main wing box and the main landing gear to be seen. 

FIGS. 4 and 5 are diagrams showing front views of the 
airplanes respectively depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2. 

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a side view of a double-deck 
airplane configured to carry cargo in the forward portion and 
passengers in the aft portion of the lower deck. 

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an isometric view of a portion 
of an airplane having a crew rest area or galley station 
between a wheel well and a cargo lobe and having a pressur 
ized service passageway between the wheel well and a wing 
box in accordance with one embodiment. 

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a sectional view of a portion of 
an airplane have double passenger decks forward or aft of a 
wing carry-through structure. 

FIG.9 is a diagram showing a sectional view of a portion of 
an airplane that has an upper deck for passengers and a cargo 
hold on a lower deck. The portion depicted can be located 
either forward or aft of the wing carry-through structure. 

FIGS. 10 and 11 are diagrams showing sectional views of 
respective all-cargo configurations for two exemplary 
freighter conversions of the airplane shown in either FIG. 1 or 
FIG 2. 

FIG. 12 is a diagram showing a plan view of one wing panel 
of the turbofan engine-equipped airplane depicted in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 13 is a diagram showing a plan view of one wing panel 
of the open-rotor engine-equipped airplane depicted in FIG. 
2. 

FIGS. 14 and 15 are diagrams showing respective plan 
views of an upper passenger deck and a lower passenger/ 
cargo deck in accordance with the embodiment depicted in 
FIG. 3. 

FIGS. 16 and 17 are diagrams showing respective plan 
views of an upper passenger deck and a lower cargo/passen 
ger deck in accordance with the embodiment depicted in FIG. 
6. 

FIG. 18 is a diagram showing the integration of a vertical 
fin to an aft portion of a fuselage of a double-deck airplane in 
accordance with any one of the embodiments depicted in 
FIGS. 1 through 4. 

FIGS. 18A-18D show the outer profiles at respective cross 
sections indicated by lines A-A, B-B, C-C and D-D in FIG. 
18. 
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4 
Reference will hereinafter be made to the drawings in 

which similar elements in different drawings bear the same 
reference numerals. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In accordance with the embodiments disclosed hereinafter, 
a multi-deck airplane has a wing mounted on the fuselage at 
the level of an upper deck. The wing comprises first and 
second wing panels disposed on opposite sides of the fuse 
lage. The wing further includes a carry-through structure (i.e., 
the central portion of a wing box) within the fuselage that 
connects the wing panels (i.e., the primary airfoils). The wing 
box passes transversely through the fuselage with opposite 
ends thereof Supporting the respective airfoils. At least one 
engine is mounted beneath each of the wing panels. The 
airplane may further comprise a main landing gear mounted 
on and retractable substantially entirely within the fuselage 
beneath the wing carry-through structure, i.e., the central 
section of the wing box disposed within the fuselage. The 
wing-box may include upper and lower structural panels con 
nected to forward and aft wing spars that extend through the 
fuselage, forming un-swept inboard wing box sections on 
opposite sides of the fuselage. 

FIGS. 1 and 2 show two mid-wing double-deck airplanes 
in accordance with two embodiments of the foregoing type. 
Both embodiments have an upper cabin and a forward lower 
cabin configured to seat passengers inside the fuselage, the 
extent of those cabins being evident from the passenger win 
dows. The primary difference between the these exemplary 
airplanes is that the one in FIG. 1 has a pair of wing-mounted 
high-bypass-ration turbofan engines 10 (only one of which is 
shown), whereas the airplane in FIG. 2 has a pair of wing 
mounted open-rotor engines 12 and 14. 
As seen in FIGS. 1 and 2, both airplanes comprise a tubular 

fuselage 2, a mid-wing comprising a pair of wing panels 
(primary airfoils) 4 and 6, and an empennage comprising a 
vertical fin or blade 8 that is integrated with an aft portion of 
the fuselage 2 and a T-tail 16 (with horizontal stabilizers) 
attached to the distal end of the vertical fin 8. A rudder 18 is 
pivotable coupled to a trailing edge of the vertical fin 8. In 
addition, each airplane has a sharp dorsail 20 for improved 
Vertical tail efficiency. Each airplane further comprises a nose 
gear 40 and a main landing gear comprising a pair of main 
gear units, only one main gear unit 42 of which is visible in 
FIG. 2. (The main gear units are not visible in FIG. 1.) 
FIG.3 shows internal structure common to both airplanes 

of FIGS. 1 and 2. The fuselage 2 has a semi-monocoque 
construction with a multiplicity of circumferential frames 
(not shown) covered by a skin in a manner known in the art. 
The fuselage 2 comprises a central portion (where a wing box 
36 traverses the fuselage 2), a forward portion extending 
forward of the central portion, and an aftportion extending aft 
of the central portion. An upper cabin having an upper deck 22 
extends continuously from the forward to aft portion of the 
fuselage and is fitted with seats for passengers. More pre 
cisely, the upper deck 22 extends from the cockpit 25 to an aft 
pressure bulkhead 26. The wing box 36 is the primary load 
carrying structure of the wing panels and has a well-known 
enclosed box structure. The wing box 36 may be built into and 
Supported in part by the upper deck Support structure (not 
shown in FIG. 3, but see FIG. 9 later). The dashed lines 
extending from wing box 36 in FIG. 3 indicate the outline of 
the wing panels at a point adjacent the fuselage. 

Each airplane shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 further comprises a 
lower deck which is discontinuous. As shown in FIG. 3, the 
lower deck comprises a forward lower deck 24 disposed in a 
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forward portion of the fuselage 2 (i.e., forward of the wing 
box) and an aft lower deck 32 disposed in the aftportion of the 
fuselage 2 (i.e., aft of the wing box). The forward and aft 
lower decks 24 and 32 (respectively) are separated by respec 
tive spaces (i.e., wheel wells) below the wing box 36 where 
the main gear units are stowed. FIG.3 shows a main gear unit 
42 in a deployed state and a wheel well 46 for receiving the 
main gear unit when it is stowed. The wheel wells and main 
gear units are designed so that the main gear units fit entirely 
(or nearly entirely) within the fuselage when they are stowed. 
FIG. 3 also shows a nose gear 40 in a deployed state and a 
wheel well 44 for receiving the nose gear when it is stowed. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 3, a forward lower 
cabin is disposed between upper deck 22 and forward lower 
deck 24. The forward lower deck 24 is fitted with seats for 
passengers. The lower portion of the aft portion of the fuse 
lage comprises a dual-level cargo hold with a door on each 
level. These doors are indicated by reference numerals 28 and 
30 in FIG.3. As seen in FIG.3, the lower level of the aft cargo 
hold is disposed between the aft lower deck 32 and an aft 
middle deck 34, while the upper level of the aft cargo hold is 
disposed between the aft middle deck 34 and the upper deck 
22. 

FIGS. 4 and 5 are front views of the airplanes respectively 
depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2. As seen in FIG.4, mounting of the 
wing at a mid-level on the double-deck fuselage 2 provides 
adequate clearance between the ground and the relatively 
large-diameter, high-efficiency turbofan engines 10 and 50. 
Similarly, as seen in FIG. 5, mounting of the wing at a mid 
level on the double-deck fuselage 2 provides adequate clear 
ance between the ground and the even larger-diameter open 
rotor engines 12 and 14. Mid-level wing placement also has 
the benefit of lower values of interference drag with the fuse 
lage 2 and a reduced need for fairings between the wing 
panels 4 and 6 and the fuselage 2. Fairings may not be 
required or may be reduced in size when a mid-level wing of 
the type disclosed herein is used, thereby resulting in reduced 
weight and reduced drag due to the absence of the additional 
wetted surface of the fairing. 

FIG. 6 shows the internal structure in accordance with an 
alternative configuration of the airplanes depicted in FIGS. 1 
and 2. The configuration shown in FIG. 6 differs from that 
shown in FIG.3 in that the lower deck comprises an aft lower 
deck 24 for passengers disposed in the aft portion of the 
fuselage 2 (i.e., aft of the wing box 36 and a forward lower 
deck 32 for cargo disposed in the forward portion of the 
fuselage 2 (i.e., forward of the wing box 36). The forward and 
aft lower decks 32 and 24 (respectively) are separated by 
respective spaces (i.e., wheel wells) below the wing box 36 
where the main gear units are stowed. FIG. 6 further shows a 
main gear unit 42 in a deployed state and a wheel well 46 for 
receiving the main gear unit when it is stowed. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 6, an aft lower cabin is 
disposed between upper deck 22 and aft lower deck 24. The 
aft lower deck 24 is fitted with seats for passengers. The lower 
portion of the forward portion of the fuselage 2 comprises a 
dual-level cargo hold with a door on each level. These doors 
are indicated by reference numerals 28 and 30 in FIG. 6. As 
seen in FIG. 6, the lower level of the forward cargo hold is 
disposed between the forward lower deck 32 and a forward 
middle deck 34, while the upper level of the forward cargo 
hold is disposed between the forward middle deck 34 and the 
upper deck 22. 

In accordance with a further feature of the embodiment 
depicted in FIG. 6, a pressurized compartment 50 is disposed 
between the forward cargo hold and the wing box 36. This 
compartment communicates with the aft lower cabin between 
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6 
decks 22 and 24 via a pressurized passageway 52. The pas 
sageway 52 is disposed directly below the central section of 
the wing box 36 and extends into the space between the left 
and right wheel wells that receive the Stowed main gear units. 
Only one main gear unit 42 and one wheel well 46 are visible 
in FIG. 6. The compartment 50 may be configured for use as 
an attendant rest area or some other special purpose, as shown 
in greater detail in FIG. 7. 

Referring to FIG. 7, the wing box 36 may comprise a series 
of wing ribs 80 (only one rib is visible in FIG. 7) extending 
between a forward wing spar 82 and an aft wing spar 84. An 
upper skin panel 86 and a lower skin panel 88 are attached to 
the front and rear spars and to the wing ribs to form an 
enclosed box structure. The wing box 36 may be built into and 
supported in part by a plurality of lateral floor beams 76 of the 
upper deck Support structure. Structures for Supporting a 
wing box that traverses a fuselage are well known in the art 
and have not been depicted in FIG. 7. Such support methods 
may, for example, include the use of trap panels, or longitu 
dinal floor beams. 

For the exemplary construction depicted in FIG. 7, wing 
spars 82, 84 and upper and lower skin panels 86, 88 can be 
individually manufactured from composite materials and 
joined together with metallic joining members that are 
bonded to the individual composite parts to form the wing box 
36. Alternatively, the spars and panels of the wing box can be 
manufactured, or at least partially manufactured, from met 
als, such as aluminum, titanium, and/or steel. For example, 
the forward wing spar 82 and/or the aft wing spar 84 can be 
manufactured from metal using conventional techniques 
known in the art. In yet other embodiments, one or more of the 
structural members identified above can be manufactured 
from composite materials but can also include one or more 
metallic facesheets or other elements. For example, in various 
embodiments the forward wing spar 82 and/or the aft wing 
spar 84 can include composite Sandwich structures with one 
or more metallic facesheets for additional strength and/or 
other reasons. The upper skin panel 86 can include a core 
sandwiched between two facesheets constructed from lay 
ups offiber-reinforced resin materials. In other embodiments, 
the facesheets can include metallic materials, such as alumi 
num, titanium, and/or steel in skin, panel, and/or other forms. 
The core of the skin panels may comprise ahoneycomb center 
may be made of any of the following materials: aluminum, 
Nomex R, metal, open or closed cell foam, a composite mate 
rial, or other suitable core material. 

FIG. 7 shows a pressurized passageway 52 disposed 
directly below the central section of the wing box 36. In the 
Vertical direction, passageway 52 extends into the space 
between the left and right wheel wells that receive the stowed 
main gear units. Only a portion of one main gear unit 42 is 
visible in FIG. 7. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 7, the 
pressurized compartment 50 is an attendant rest area which is 
accessible via the passageway 52. 

Still referring to FIG. 7, main gear unit 42 may be com 
pletely enclosed within the fuselage 2 when stowed, without 
the need for fairings, thereby further reducing drag and 
weight, yet when deployed, extends laterally beyond the outer 
mold line of the fuselage 2 to provide the airplane 30 with 
sufficient wheel track. A trunnion pivot 68 of each main 
landing gear unit may be mounted to two or more frames (not 
shown in FIG. 7) of the fuselage 2. Each main landing gear 
unit carries a plurality of ground-engaging wheels mounted to 
a truck or carriage (not visible in FIG. 7, but see FIG. 4). In 
use, the main gear unit 42 retracts laterally inward as a strut 74 
is drawn inboard by actuators (not shown). The main landing 
gear may be deployed under the force of gravity. 
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Referring now to FIGS. 8 and 9, the fuselage 2 may be of a 
so-called double bubble configuration comprising an upper 
and lower lobes. For embodiments of the type depicted in 
FIGS. 8 and 9, the upper deck 22 is contained within the upper 
lobe, while the mid-level deck 34 and the lower level decks 24 
and 32 are contained within the lower lobe. The decks are 
attached to and supported by the circumferential frames 68 
(only one of which is shown) of the fuselage 2 in a well 
known manner. 

FIG. 8 shows a portion of an aircraft having a cross section 
configured with an upperpassenger cabin 54 in the upper lobe 
of the fuselage; and a lower passenger cabin 56 and a systems 
compartment 58 in the lower lobe. The lower cabin 56 is 
disposed between the upper deck 22 and the lower deck 24; 
the system compartment 58 is disposed between the lower 
deck 24 and the keel of the fuselage. This configuration 
applies to the forward portion of the fuselage 2 depicted in 
FIG.3 and to the aft portion of the fuselage 2 depicted in FIG. 
6. Both the upper and lower decks 22, 24 are fitted with seats 
70 for passengers. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 8, the 
upper cabin has five seats in each row, while the lower cabin 
has six seats in each row. 

FIG.9 shows a portion of an aircraft having a cross section 
configured with an upperpassenger cabin 54 in the upper lobe 
of the fuselage; and upper and lower levels 60 and 62 of a 
cargo hold in the lower lobe. The upper level 60 of the cargo 
hold is disposed between the upper deck 22 and the middle 
deck 34; the lower level 62 of the cargo hold is disposed 
between the middle deck 34 and the lower deck 32. This 
configuration applies to the aft portion of the fuselage 2 
depicted in FIG.3 and to the forward portion of the fuselage 
2 depicted in FIG. 6. The upper deck 22 is fitted with seats 70 
for passengers (e.g., five seats in each row), while the upper 
and lower levels 60 and 62 of the cargo hold are configured to 
receive cargo containers 72 (two abreast on each level) having 
a standardized size well known in the art. 

FIGS. 10 and 11 show sectional views of respective all 
cargo configurations for two exemplary freighter conversions 
of the airplane shown in either FIG. 1 or FIG. 2. More spe 
cifically, the configuration shown in FIG.9 can be converted 
into the configuration shown in FIG. 10 without moving the 
decks 22, 34 and 32. In the configuration shown in FIG. 10, 
the upperpassenger cabin in the upper lobe (as seen in FIG.9) 
is replaced by an upper cargo hold 64 Suitable for receiving 
large cargo containers 74 having a standardized size well 
known in the art. The upper and lower levels 60 and 62 of the 
lower cargo hold in the lower lobe may be the same as those 
seen in FIG. 9. Similarly, the configuration shown in FIG. 8 
can be converted into the configuration shown in FIG. 11 
without moving the decks 22 and 24. In the configuration 
shown in FIG. 11, the upper passenger cabin in the upper lobe 
(as seen in FIG. 8) is replaced by an upper cargo hold 64 
Suitable for receiving large cargo containers 74, while the 
lower passenger cabin in the lower lobe (as seen in FIG. 8) is 
replaced by a lower cargo hold 66 suitable for receiving large 
cargo containers 74. 

In view of the foregoing, airplanes of the type disclosed 
hereinare potentially easily convertible from an all-passenger 
to an all-cargo configuration with the installation of cargo 
doors in the basic design. This is important for airlines that 
run high passenger loads for instance in the Summer or spring 
and need cargo lift in the winter. With this aircraft configura 
tion, the airlines have an extremely flexible aircraft. 

FIGS. 14 and 15 are respective plan views of an upper 
passenger deck and a lower passenger/cargo deck in accor 
dance with the embodiment depicted in FIG. 3. The upper 
deck seen in FIG. 14 accommodates five seats in most rows, 
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8 
while the forward lower deck seen in FIG. 15 accommodates 
rows having six seats. Passengers may walk from one level to 
another via a stairway 92. FIG. 15 also shows a pair of wheel 
wells 46 and 47 for Stowing the main landing gear as previ 
ously described. The space between the wheel wells 46 and 47 
may be occupied by a service passage 94. 

FIGS. 16 and 17 are respective plan views of an upper 
passenger deck and a lower passenger/cargo deck in accor 
dance with the embodiment depicted in FIG. 6. Again the 
upper deck accommodates five seats in most rows (see FIG. 
16), while the aft lower deck seen in FIG. 17 accommodates 
rows having six seats. Passengers may walk from one level to 
another via a stairway 92. FIG. 17 also shows a pair of 
unpressurized wheel wells 46 and 47 for stowing the main 
landing gear and a pressurized compartment 50 (e.g., a galley 
station or an attendant rest area) which communicates with 
the aft passenger cabin by way of a pressurized passageway 
52, as previously described with reference to FIG. 7. An 
elevator 96 may be provided for transporting in-flight service 
carts between floors. 

In accordance with a further aspect of the configurations 
disclosed herein, an optimized wing box geometry reduces 
the distance between the centerline of the main landing gear 
and the center of gravity of the airplane. This concept will 
now be explained with reference to FIGS. 12 and 13, in which 
the vertical solid line CL indicates the centerline of the fuse 
lage and the vertical dashed line SOB (side of body) indicates 
the outer mold line of the fuselage. 

FIG. 12 is a plan view of one wing panel 6 of the airplane 
depicted in FIGS. 1 and 4. A high-bypass-ratio turbofan 
engine 50 is mounted under the leading edge of the wing 
panel 6. The inboard section of the wing box 36 (i.e., the 
portion of the wing box disposed between the engine center 
line and the fuselage) comprises an aft wing spar 84 which is 
un-swept (i.e., extends generally transverse to the centerline 
of the fuselage) and a forward wing spar 82 having a slight 
sweep angle in the aft direction. In the outboard section of the 
wing box 36, the forward and aft wing spars are swept. In this 
example, each mainlanding gear unit has two rows of wheels, 
each row consisting of two wheels. The footprint for such a 
main gear unit is indicated by the dashed rectangles generally 
designated by reference numeral 78. The distance between 
the centerline of the main landing gear and the center of 
gravity (CG) of the airplane is indicated by the double-headed 
arrow M (also called the ground contact CG margin). By 
reducing the Sweep angle of the forward wing spar 82 and 
making the rear spar 84 un-swept in the inboard section of the 
wing box 36, the distance between the centerline of the main 
gear and the main wing box can be reduced as compared to 
turbofan engine-equipped airplanes having Swept forward 
and aft wing spars in the inboard wing box section. Also, by 
providing an un-swept aft wing spar 84, the trailing edge of 
the inboard section of wing panel 6 can be swept forward. 

FIG. 13 is a plan view of one wing panel 6 of the airplane 
depicted in FIGS. 2 and 5. An open-rotor engine 12 is 
mounted under the leading edge of the wing panel 6. In this 
embodiment, the inboard section of wing box 36 comprises 
an un-swept forward wing spar 82 and an un-swept aft wing 
spar 84. In the outboard section of the wing box 36, the 
forward and aft wing spars are swept, with the forward wing 
spar 82 being Swept in the aft direction to a greater degree that 
the Sweep angle of the aft wing spar 84. In this example, each 
main landing gear unit has one row of two wheels. The foot 
print for Such a main gear unit is indicated by the dashed 
rectangles generally designated by reference numeral 90. The 
ground contact CG margin is again indicated by a double 
headed arrow M. By making the forward and aft wings spars 
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un-swept in the inboard section of the wing box 36, the 
margin M can be reduced as compared to open-rotor engine 
equipped airplanes having swept forward and aft wing spars 
in the inboard wing box section. 

In accordance with another aspect of the configurations 
disclosed herein, the airplane comprises an integrated vertical 
fin and an aft-extended pressurized upper deck area for 
reduced double-deck wetted area. 
As seen in FIG. 18, the double-deck fuselage structure 2 is 

extended to form a blending structure 98 that transitions into 
a structural box 100 of the vertical fin 8. (To avoid clutter in 
the drawing, FIG. 18 does not show the circumferential 
frames of the fuselage.) The blended structure creates a 
smooth transition between the body and the vertical tail. Thus 
there is no break between the aft portion of the fuselage and 
the vertical fin, but rather there is a smooth seamless transition 
that reduces the wetted area as compared to conventional 
double-deck aircraft. 

Still referring to FIG. 18, the aft pressure bulkhead 26 
forms an airtight boundary between the pressurized upper 
deck area space and the unpressurized space behind the bulk 
head. The upper deck 22 extends to the aft pressure bulkhead 
26. The extension of the upper deck into the blended area 
increases the deck area and the usable space. Also, with the 
pressurized space pushed further back into the tail area, a 
smaller pressure bulkhead can be installed. The structure 108 
behind the aft pressure bulkhead 26 in FIG. 18 is an auxiliary 
power unit. 
The changing outer profile of the aft portion of the fuselage 

can be seen in the progression of FIGS. 18A-18D, which 
show the outer profiles of the fuselage at respective cross 
sections indicated in FIG. 18. As seen in FIGS. 18A-18D, the 
fuselage structure undergoes three-dimensional blending 
from an oval section shown in FIG. 18A to a flat section 
shown in FIG. 18D. FIG. 18A shows the oval outer profile of 
fuselage 2 at a distance forward of the aft pressure bulkhead 
26. FIG. 18B shows the narrower oval outer profile of the 
fuselage 2 at the location of the aft pressure bulkhead. FIG. 
18C shows the still narrower outer profile of the blended 
structure 98 at a location between the aft pressure bulkhead 
and the start of the structural box of the vertical fin. FIG. 18D 
shows the flat outer profile of the vertical fin structural box 
100 at the location indicated by line D-D in FIG. 18. The 
V-shaped dashed line in FIG. 18D represents a rudder 18; the 
curved dashed line represents a removable leading edge struc 
ture 106. 
As seen in FIG. 18, the fuselage 2 comprises a plurality of 

stringers 110 which extend at least from a location forward of 
the aft pressure bulkhead 26 to a distal end of the vertical fin 
8, the Stringers being continuous or spliced. The stringers 110 
in the aft portion of the fuselage are attached to a multiplicity 
of circumferential frames. Only one such frame 112 is shown 
in FIG. 18. The stringers 110 in the integrated vertical fin 
portion 8 of the fuselage are attached to a multiplicity of ribs 
114, which perform the same role as the frames. The fuselage 
further comprises a skin that is attached to the stringers 110. 
The skin extends from a location forward of the aft pressure 
bulkhead 26 to a distal end of the vertical fin 8, the skin also 
being continuous or spliced. Because the stringers and skin 
are continuous or spliced, there is no break (or discontinuity) 
in the structural load path or in the aerodynamic Surfaces of 
the extended fuselage as the latter blends into the vertical fin. 

Still referring to FIG. 18, the vertical fin structural box 100 
may comprise a forward tail spar 102 and an aft tail spar 104. 
The forward tail spar 102 is needed because the leading edge 
structure 106 is removable for easy access to systems inside 
the vertical tail. Optionally, the leading edge structure is not 
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10 
removable, in which case forward tail spar 102 would not be 
needed. The aft tail spar 104 is mandatory if the fin has a 
rudder. The forward and aft tail spars can be integrated to the 
main body in many ways. FIG. 18 shows an embodiment in 
which the lower end of the forward and afttail spars splits into 
two tapered ends that are attached to the frame 112, which is 
an integration element. The aft tail spar 104 may extend 
downward to the fuselage keel line. The rudder (not shown in 
FIG. 18) can be mounted to the aft tail spar 104 of the vertical 
tail structural box 100 and also extends to the fuselage keel 
line, thereby providing a larger control Surface area for 
improved airplane yaw control. 
The aircraft disclosed above are designed around being 

extremely flexible both in engine installation and payload 
configuration. Aircraft configurations are conventionally 
designed around a single type of engine. The configurations 
disclosed above can accept multiple different types of engines 
without changing the basic aircraft configuration. Moreover, 
having two full deck passenger/cargo areas creates an aircraft 
that can be easily tailored to meet airline mission require 
ments. Accordingly, the fuselage of the airplane is tailored 
around a twin-deck configuration. In particular, the fuselage 
is tailored and shaped to reduce the wetted area per passenger 
seat count and hence reduce the drag on and the equivalent 
fuel burn of the aircraft. 
The innovations disclosed herein provide airplanes that 

have several advantages. First, the airplanes potentially hav 
ing a lower ratio of drag to seat count because of the aircraft 
shaping. The aircraft are also easily adaptable because of the 
double-deck arrangement to multiple missions and airline 
requirements or changing needs, especially in markets where 
cargo and passenger volume are both important commodities. 
This concept also provides an airplane that can be quickly 
converted from an all-cargo configuration to an all-passenger 
configuration and vice versa. The same aircraft design can 
accommodate multiple engine configurations, again allowing 
for flexibility in airline operations and for airline customers. 

While the invention has been described with reference to 
various embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in 
the art that various changes may be made and equivalents may 
be substituted for elements thereof without departing from 
the scope of the invention. In addition, many modifications 
may be made to adapt a particular situation to the teachings of 
the invention without departing from the essential scope 
thereof. Therefore it is intended that the invention not be 
limited to the particular embodiment disclosed as the best 
mode contemplated for carrying out this invention. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. An airplane comprising: 
a fuselage comprising a central portion, a forward portion 

extending forward of said central portion, and an aft 
portion extending aft of said central portion; 

upper and lower decks disposed inside said fuselage, said 
upper deck extending continuously from said forward 
portion to said aft portion, and said lower deck being 
discontinuous and comprising a forward lower deck dis 
posed in said forward portion of said fuselage and an aft 
lower deck disposed in said aft portion of said fuselage, 
said forward and aft lower decks being separated; 

a wing box comprising a central section which passes 
through and beyond a portion of said central portion of 
said fuselage that is disposed below said upper deck and 
further comprising left and right inboard wing box sec 
tions disposed outside said fuselage; 

left and right airfoils attached to said wing box and dis 
posed outside said fuselage on opposing sides thereof; 
and 
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a mainlanding gear mounted inside said central portion of 
said fuselage and Stowed in an unpressurized space 
located below said central section of said wing box and 
between said forward and aft lower decks. 

2. The airplane as recited in claim 1, wherein a space above 
said upper deck is pressurized and configured to seat passen 
gers, a space between said upper deck and said forward lower 
deck is configured to receive cargo containers, and a space 
between said upper deck and said aft lower deck is pressur 
ized and configured to seat passengers. 

3. The airplane as recited in claim 2, further comprising a 
first pressurized space disposed between said wing box and 
said main landing gear and extending into a space adjacent 
said unpressurized space where said main gear unit is stowed, 
and a second pressurized space disposed between said for 
ward lower deck and said upper deck and located forward of 
said first pressurized space, said first pressurized space being 
configured to allow passage from said pressurized space 
between said upper deck and said aft lower deck to said 
second pressurized space. 

4. The airplane as recited in claim 1, wherein a space above 
said upper deck is pressurized and configured to seat passen 
gers, a space between said upper deck and said aft lower deck 
is configured to receive cargo containers, and a space between 
said upper deck and said forward lower deck is pressurized 
and configured to seat passengers. 

5. The airplane as recited in claim 1, wherein a space above 
said upper deck and spaces between said upper deck and said 
forward and aft lower decks are configured to receive cargo 
containers. 

6. The airplane as recited in claim 1, further comprising 
first and second high-bypass ratio turbofan engines respec 
tively mounted to said left and right airfoils. 

7. The airplane as recited in claim 1, further comprising 
first and second open-rotor engines respectively mounted to 
said left and right airfoils. 

8. The airplane as recited in claim 1, further comprising a 
forward middle deck disposed between said upper deck and 
said forward lower deck or an aft middle deck disposed 
between said upper deck and said aft lower deck, said forward 
middle and lower decks or said aft middle and lower decks 
being configured to receive cargo containers. 

9. The airplane as recited in claim 1, wherein said fuselage 
further comprises an integrated vertical fin portion extending 
aft from said aft portion of said fuselage, said aft portion and 
said integrated vertical fin portion tapering gradually to form 
a vertical fin trailing edge at an end of said fuselage. 

10. The airplane as recited in claim 9, further comprising an 
aft pressure bulkhead disposed in said aft portion of said 
fuselage, wherein said fuselage further comprises a plurality 
of stringers which extend at least from said bulkhead to a 
distal end of said vertical fin portion, said stringers being 
continuous or spliced. 

11. The airplane as recited in claim 10, wherein said fuse 
lage further comprises a skin which extends at least from said 
aft pressure bulkhead to a distal end of said vertical fin por 
tion, said skin being structurally continuous. 

12. The airplane as recited in claim 9, further comprising a 
rudder mounted to said fin trailing edge. 

13. An airplane comprising: 
a fuselage comprising a central portion, a forward portion 

extending forward of said central portion, an aft portion 
extending aft of said central portion, and an integrated 
Vertical fin portion extending aft of said aft portion; 

upper and lower decks disposed inside said fuselage; and 
an aft pressure bulkhead disposed in said aft portion of said 

fuselage, 
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12 
wherein said upper deck extends from said forward portion 

of said fuselage to said bulkhead, and said fuselage 
further comprises a plurality of stringers which extend at 
least from said aft pressure bulkhead to a distal end of 
said vertical fin portion, said stringers being structurally 
continuous. 

14. The airplane as recited in claim 13, wherein said fuse 
lage further comprises a skin which extends at least from said 
aft portion to a distal end of said vertical fin portion, said skin 
being structurally continuous. 

15. The airplane as recited in claim 13, wherein a cross 
sectional profile of said fuselage has a width which decreases 
gradually from a point forward of said aft pressure bulkhead 
to a point where said vertical fin portion begins. 

16. The airplane as recited in claim 13, wherein said ver 
tical fin portion of said fuselage comprises a plurality of ribs 
to which said stringers are attached, and said aft portion of 
said fuselage comprises a plurality of frames to which said 
stringers are attached. 

17. The airplane as recited in claim 13, wherein said aft 
portion and said integrated vertical fin portion taper gradually 
to form a fin trailing edge at an end of said fuselage, further 
comprising a rudder mounted to said fin trailing edge. 

18. An airplane comprising: 
a fuselage comprising a central portion, a forward portion 

extending forward of said central portion, and an aft 
portion extending aft of said central portion; 

upper and lower decks disposed inside said fuselage, said 
upper deck extending continuously from said forward 
portion to said aft portion, and said lower deck being 
discontinuous and comprising a forward lower deck dis 
posed in said forward portion of said fuselage and an aft 
lower deck disposed in said aft portion of said fuselage, 
said forward and aft lower decks being separated by a 
portion of said central portion of said fuselage; 

a wing box comprising a central section which passes 
through a portion of said central portion of said fuselage 
that is disposed below said upper deck, said central 
section comprising forward and aft wing spars; 

a first pressurized space disposed below said wing box; and 
a mainlanding gear mounted inside said central portion of 

said fuselage and disposed in an unpressurized space 
disposed below said first pressurized space. 

19. The airplane as recited in claim 18, wherein a space 
above said upper deck is pressurized and configured to seat 
passengers, a space between said upper deck and said forward 
lower deck is configured to receive cargo containers, a space 
between said upper deck and said aft lower deck is pressur 
ized and configured to seat passengers, and said central por 
tion of said fuselage further comprises a second pressurized 
space disposed below said upper deck and between said first 
pressurized space and said forward lower deck, said first 
pressurized space being configured to allow passage from 
said pressurized space between said upper deck and said aft 
lower deck to said second pressurized space. 

20. The airplane as recited in claim 1 wherein a trailing 
edge of a first portion of each wing airfoil inboard of an 
engine line is swept forward and a trailing edge of a second 
portion of each wing airfoil outboard of said engine line is 
swept aft. 

21. The airplane as recited in claim 1, wherein each of said 
left and right inboard wing box sections comprises a respec 
tive unswept aft wing spar. 

22. The airplane as recited in claim 1, further comprising a 
pressurized passageway disposed directly below said central 
section of said wing box and extending into a space adjacent 
said unpressurized space where said main gear unit is stowed. 
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23. The airplane as recited in claim 9, wherein said aft 
portion of said fuselage comprises a circumferential frame, 
and said integrated vertical fin portion comprises an aft tail 
spar having first and second tapered ends which are attached 
to said circumferential frame at respective locations. 5 
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